The theme of commons/commune will be played out over a series of days (weeks?) through participant-proposed activities. Schedules will be developed as the proposals are materialized and organized. Send your proposal, using a print-out of this sheet or in whatever format, to boundaries@psu.edu or mail to 204 S. Academy Street, Boalsburg PA 16827

Events

Films: Several formats are possible — a film series lasting over the whole summer, a concentrated ‘festival’ featuring films on the theme of the commons/commune, and some focus films with round-table discussions. The State Theatre might be one possible venue. Certainly the Academy Street Backyard Films venue will be used.

Comments? Suggestions?

Pecha Kucha: The idea is to separate the images from the speakers, allowing for unexpected combinations. Anyone can volunteer on this one, with minimal risk.

Volunteering?

Other:

Intellectuals & Poets

Any thoughts about thoughts? Propose a ‘session’ for reading papers, discussing topics, or interviewing someone who knows something. Open up new POVs. If you’re running a summer course or inviting a brainy friend to spend a few days or weeks, think of some way to work that in.

None of the Above

Literally ...